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Gentlemen: 

Work during this period has been concerned primarily with the development of 
extremely fast pumping lamps for organic dye lasers, the continuing investigation of 
nonlinear coherent propagation effects, the investU-ation of nonlinear polarization 
effects in Kerr active liquids and the measurement of the phase structure of pico- 
second pulses. 

'iltrafast Mash lamps for : ye lasers 

A new approach has been taken to the problem of developing a fast rise time, 
short duration flashlamp for dye laser rorapim'. The basic circuitry involved is 
illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. This circuit is a molifIcation of one designei 
by the National Advisor:/ COMlttM for Aeronautics, f1) In operation the circuit 
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behaves us follows: The capacitor banks Ci and C2 (C^ a C2) are charged through the 

resistors H, ra, ar.d rv 'Then the spark gipi G, Tires the voltage, V , on the bank, 

C2, btglni to oscillate with a frequency dependent on Cg and I.    As it does so the 
voltage, V^, on the anole of the lamp berins to rise toward +2V where V is the 

chari'ln.' voltage for the circuit. If the size of the inductor, 1,, is chosen so that 

the rin».'iru' frequency of Vc is propoily matched to the breakdown delay time of the 

lamps, »he lamps can be made to fire after half a cycle, when the voltage across 

r.hem is a maximum, '.early all of the enen'y stored in the capacitor banks, Ci and 

Cg, is dissipated in the lamps. 

This type of operation is to be contrasted to the commonly used arrangement 

consistin»* of a spark »"ap in series with the lamp or lamps to be fired.  In such an 

arrani'ement the impedance of the spark ."ap limits the peak current through the lamps, 

often ./reatly reducing their iUdit emission.  The removal of the spark gap from the 

hit^h frequency section jf the circuitry, also facilitates the design and construction 

of the device. A definite improvement in rise time can be realized with the present 

scheme. With the more conventional single bank discharge circuit, a capacitance of 
cl f ^2 = ^ ^s re-1uire^ to store the same amount of energy.  In the circuit shown 
in Kg. 1, the capacitor banks, Cj and '"o» are connected in series when the lamps 

fire, so that the effective circuit capacitance is CjCg/fCj, + Cg) ■ id Consequently, 

for the same amount of circuit inductance, the present design will have only half the 

rise time of the more conventional arrangement. 

In principle any number of lamps may be used with the circuit shown in Fig. 1. 

It is advantageous to use more than one lamp, when more energy is required than a 

single lamp can safely discharge. The split capacitor bank, Ci| assures that each 

lamp fires. The rapidly changing anode voltage provided by the common bank, Cg, 

together with FF and UV coupling between the lamps causes the lamps to fire simulta- 

neously. For the two lamp circuit described below, the time jitter in the firing of 

the lamps is negligible compared to the light output rise time. 

A two Joule, two lamp version of the circuit shown in Fig. 1 has been 

successfully tested for dye laser pumping. The circuit parameters are as follows: 

R = 2 x IO''' Q» ffc • fb a 10^ Oi Cla = Clb = 10"
9 f , C2 = 2 x 10-9 t   t  and 

L = U x 10"7 h.  'Ärium titanate insulated "doorknob" capacitors with a 30 kV rating 

were used to make up the capacitor banks. The spark .?ap could be adjusted to fire 

at from 25 kV to 35 kV .  Figs. 2a and 2h show the lamp anode voltage with and 

without lamp firing. In Fig. 2a Lamp ignition was prevented by increasing the lamp 

arc len.'th beyond that for which breakdown could be obtained. The voltage is seen 

to oscillate with little dampin.-.  fn Fig. 2b, where the lamps have been allowed to 

fire, the anode volta.'e returns rapidly to ground potential after approximately half 

a cycle, when the lamps fire. The slight overshoot is due to an enery loss from the 

bank, '2'  "l'Is ma-'r e^her be dissipated in the triggering gap or radiated from the 

circuit as a result of the oscillating current. 

The lamps used with this device are -juartz capillary lamps with a bore of 

1.2 mm and a wall thickness jf 1 mm. Arc lengths of from 1.5 cm to 3.6 cm were used. 
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To obtain breakdown with the longer arc lengths the lamps had to be in contact with 

a metallic ground plate. When used to pump liquid dye solutions, the aluminum foil 

reflector for coupling the flashlamp light into the dye also serves this purpose. 

A variety of different electrodes were tried. In contrast to results with slower 

rise time atmospheric pressure discharges^) the peak light output was found to be 

essentially independent of the electrode material. This indicates the bulk of the 

discharge takes place in the original fill gas and not In material evaporated from 

the electrodes. The result is not surprising in light of the short time duration. 

Air, nitrogen and argon have been tried as the fill gases. In all cases the 

light output increases with pressure over the range of from 0-3 atmospheres. The 

greatest light output occurs in argonj the fastest rise time, in nitrogen. Air 

offers nearly the same rise time as nitrogen, with nearly the same peak light output 

as the argon. Figure 3 shows the light output of the two lamps when filled with 

air at i atm.   The peak light output and rise time are approximately conutant 

for an arc length of from 2.0 cm to 3«2 cm. H wever, increasing the lamp pressure 

from 1 to 3 atm. nearly triples the light output in the spectral region from 2200 A 

to 5000 A, the region of sensitivity of the photodiode. At a 1 atm filling pressure 

the lamp radiates approximately ^ x 10"2 joule in this spectral region, giving an 

optical energy conversion efficiency of about 2%.    Half of the radiated power is 
emitted between 2200R  and 3000i?, indicating an equivalent blackbody temperature of 

between 50,000^ and 100,00JOK. 

The 22 nsec 10$ to 90^ rise time shown in Fig. 3 can be red-iced substantially 

by minimizing lead inductance in the flashlamps as shown in Fig. ^a. Here the lO%- 
90%  rise time has been reduced to approximately 12 nsec. The half-power duration is 

only 50 nsec. If only one lamp rather than two is used as in Fig. kh,  the rise time 
is seriously degraded. This may be the result of the formation of a high inductance 

pinched arc. In addition, with an arc length of 2.5-3.2 cm the single lamp has a 

lifetime of only 10 to 50 firings at a two joule input level. At one joule per lamp 

in the two lamp configuration, the lamps have been fired several hundred times with 

no noticeable degradation in output and no sign of fracturing. 

The 22 nsec rise time, one atmosphere air-filled lamps have been used to 

pump ethanol solutions of rhodamine 6G and fluorescein sodium. The ^ cm long, 3"™ 
bore dye cell was placed between ths lamps in a close coupled pumping scheme using 

an aluminum foil reflector. The lamp arc length was 3.0 cm.  With %%  reflecting 
output mirrors threshold was easily reached with both dyes. The dye laser outputs 

are shown in Plgi 5- Near threshold as in Fig. 5a, the output shows a slight initial 

spiking similar to that observed by Sorokirv et.al. in the laser pump dyes. (3) As 

the pumping intensity is increased, this initial spike increases only slightly while 

the remainder of the output ^rows rapidly. Far above threshold as in Figs. 5b and 5c 

the initial spike is no longer in evidence. A comparison of Hgs. 5b and 5c shows 

little difference in the time development of the outputs with the two dyes. This 

indicates no appreciable triplet state quenching in the sodium fluorescein during 

the duration of the pumping. This is in contrast with results with longer duration 

flashlamps, where a very strong quenching is observed. 
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The output ener^/ was  luite low, bcin^ less than a milliJoule in both cases. 
This  is 'he result of the relatively low lamp output In the   iye pum:   bands.    The 
preser;*   results Indicate that press irlzin.' 'he lamps to 3 atm    or more should 
/'rea'ly Improve this,    i-esults with 1 )n».'er duration lamps Indicate that a much 
hl/her visible re-'l m emission should be  jbtainable using either Xenon or krypton as 
the lamp fill •■HS.    A hl»:h pressure version of the low inductance,  12 nsec rise time 
lamp has been  fabricated and will be tested shortly for   lye laser pumping. 

Nonlinear iyopagation Effects 

The continuing werk on nonlinear propagation effects has been concerned with 
the  investu'ation of conservation laws governing optical pulse propa.-'ation.    This 
work has Jed to a paper entitled "Higher   '^nservation  laws in S'ltrashort Optical 
Pulse  iY ipaf-ation" by G.  L.  lamb, Jr.,  that has been accepted for publication in 
PHYSTCr; LETTERS.    This paper is  incluled as Apiendiy A of this report. 

nil near i   larizatior. Effects 

When an  intense light warm propa.-'ates through a Kerr active liquid, the 
intensity dependent  index  >f refraction can lead to a variety of effects such as 
self-f icusinc',  self phase modulation and steepening, and alteration of the state of 
polarization of the wave.    It is the latter eftcct that is considered here.    It has 
been known  for some time that when an elliptically polarized wave propagate» through 
such a liquid,  the orientation of the axes of the ellipse are rotated by an amount 
proportional to the product of the fields along the major and minor axes of the 
ellipse and to the distance travelled.'   '    Recently a more detailed consideration 
of this effec»  has been 'undertaken and the problem has been generalized to allow for 
the presence of a linear bireirir.^ence such as could be produced by an externally 
applied dc electric  field.    8 'me preliminary results of the analyses have been 
reported previously.    During this period the analyses has been continued and a very 
convenient visualization of the effects has been obtained using the Foincare sphere 
representation. 

In the model considered, the molecilea are assumed to be cylindrically 
symmetric with polarlzabilities >      and y    parallel and perpendiculir to the axis 
of the molecule.    The polarizability of the individu',1 molecules is assumed to be 
linear; the nonlinearity of the macroscopic polarization results from orientation 
effects.    If we specify the orientation of the axis of a molecule by a unit vector 7, 
then the induced polarization is given by 

p :    Qn    aJ'E V) v f a^E 
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and the ener.7 of the induced dijole is then 

u) ■■ -t p - lal|-a1)(E v)  4 ax ( E E) 

The macroscopic polarization can then be calculated from the expression 

P- N 
jp e KTdn 

/e  rrdil 

where " is the density of molecules and .. the solid an^'le associated with V. Yor 
sufficiently small fields, ■u''kT«l and the exponential may be exi»anded in a series. 
The lowest order nonlinearity is obtained by retaining the first two terms in the 

expansion. The calculation is straightforward but rather lengthy and will not be 

reproduced here. The result that is obtainei is 

P : fE 4-/9(1) E + PO U 

.Here the first term represents the ordinär:/ linear : olarization,  the second term a 
nonlinear but  isotropic polarization and the thirl term an anisotropic polarization. 
We write the optical  field as 

Lv-   t  e,*«.»e'''" *] 

The preparation direction is taker, as 'he *7.   lirecti^n and the a;rlie-l dc field, of 
ma^T.itude E0, defines the ♦x direction.    The ar.isot rojic part   jf the ;   larizatl m can 
♦hen be expressed by 

Po : a L-b 

wi -n    15        r. , a = t* and b - !f*W - Pxf-..- 

The behavior of the fields ca1-. be calculated from UM usoal llowly •/ar^.'inr envei  pe 
aj pr^xima* ion 

di 
dz 

2trK 'f: 
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Substitution of Kq.   (';) into Kq.   (7) glVM two coupled equations.    By equating the 
real an-l  inia/'inary tarts   it these tqufttlQBI   me obtains four coupled equations for 
Kxo»  ^70' '^x an'1 ^",     ^xe isotropic iart   )f the nonlinear p^Larization occiirs only 
in  bbt eiuation for yx and a».     Riil  is as exrected since the -naterial  is 1 )ssless 
and an  isotropic nonlinearity should affect only the phases of the field.    If we 
subtract the eq ations for ^x and ^y to obtain an equation for y  = ^x ' i'y •  ^* 
isa^r-pic part cancels out.     Perfjrmin^ these operations,  one obtains the following 
equations  for F:XD,  :-;y0, and 

M Q-   f   ^ P 
4: 

yo - «o Sin 2«// 

d£ yo 
4L   t%ol yo  tm 2* 

-_      6J     to f - (cos 2^/ -Dlixo   ^vo) 

wi.ere 

These •qufttioai 'ake on a mvich simpler form if they are expressei in terms 
of the '' ikes parameters. i t'acilitate such considerations we shall first trans- 
form tj the notation ised in "irinciples >f ttics" by Bernard Wolf which contains 
a concise description of this topic.    To this end we set 

<*>. :S 

<^ y
: S2 

V/ :  8 9 

^«o   0i    ^0 CGS 0 

«^yO :02:>/^Ö ^in 0 

The S* ikes t^arame'ers are then defined by 

S,    a|
?-a/--50ros2a l0i 

S2
; 2a, a2cos£ : s0sin 2 o cos 8 10b 

?j: 2a, a:stn8^s0sin Zosin S 10c 

s0
2  s.^s/.s/ 10d 

Introduelnf  'i.e 'limensi unless   LMIgtb 
G50 
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E'lnation  (8) becomes 
dS 

dC 
-rS2 

12 

dS 

Where 

JT"   :  -2S2S3/S0 13 

'  - * Eo?'S0 lU 

Wiuations  (12) and  (13) possess the first integral 

S32-4E0
2S,  C 15 

which is the equation for a parabolic cylinder in the S^ T^» B« space.    The 
integration constant C  is determined by E0 and the initial values of Bj and ^3. 
Since values or the r.tokes jiarameters are confined to the sui race of n si here ii" ra lius S,,, 
the Poiricare sphere,  one sees that Tor the present situation,  the adraissable states 
of polarization are at the intersection of the loincare sphere with the }>arabalic 
cylinder riven by Kq.(l5). 

Two basically different types of intersection are possible and are 
indicated  in Fig. 6 where the sphere  is viewed  from the positive B« axis, looking 
'oward the jri^in.    In Hg, 6a.   |c/N E0

2|>f)0 and since B« can never becr^ne zero, no 
state of plane polarization is possible.    In Fig. 6b,  it is possible to obtain 
So = 0 and so plane polarization will be transformed  into elliptical polarization. 
In this case 'he   admirable   polarizations are represented by a ieth on the surface 
of the sphere that  is somewhat similar to the desi.-n male by the stitches on a 
baseball. 

To ie'ermine the length of polarizing cell that  is needed to affect a i-'iver: 
chanre in polarization,  'he comple'e integration of F/qs.   (12) and   (13' "mst be 
perJ'oraed.    This  Is readily carried out in 4erms of elliptic  functions,    'ising 
Eqs.   (10dN and  (15), Eq.   (13) ^kes the form 

d; Sov ^ lo 

where 3^+ and    j. are defined by the  lac iriMtion 

■>*- C -4LC (S^-S.HS,^,.)  ^S'-C^E'S.-S
2 
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The Integration of »j.   (16) now leads to'') 

S3-5, ♦ dn [|   Si ♦Cl -^.kl 18 

where 

k25   - S'^S-    . 19 
S.t-f c/4Eo2 

: >r .)1_<-c/U EO
2
, i.e., the rase shjwn In Fig. 6b, k2>l and it is convenient to 

ise 'he trans:  rraaMon(^) 

dn(4.k): en (kn.k 20 

>M *hen   ?Lfains 

S3: Sj4.cn —-v^sTTT,. iz -^i.k-'j 21 

With 83 determined by either Bq.   (13) or (21), Sj^ is given by Bq.   (15) 
and finally Z2 is obtained fn-n Eq.   (lOd).    hroin Eqs.   (10b) and (10c), the angle 
of orientation of the ellipse is »'iven by 

,0.84; 22 

"se of fhese res dts will be described In the next report. 

Measurement of the  ihase .•• rue tore   jf 

ricosecjnd  -'ulses 

In the previous technical report, .1920^79-21, the design of an ultrafast 
spectrometer for *he measurement of the phase structure of picosecond {uses was 
described and s we preliminary measure-nen*s were presented,    .wrk in this area has 
continue! aid las resulted in a paper entitled "i irect ' e.nns'ra* i vn   if ■ ic-seconl 
i-ilse irequency .weep," by F.  Bt  Treacy.    This taper has been accepted for publica- 
tion in Applied Physics  letters and is included as A:ren1ix ? of this repirt.    A 
mire cx-nple'e 'heory of the spectr-meter and a   -enaral theory    f measurement and 
interpre'ation of dynamic spectra-rams will be presentei in the next report. 
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DYE LASER OUTPUT 
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b) SODIUM FLUORESCEIN WELL ABOVE THRESHOLD 

c) RHODAMINE 6G WELL ABOVE THRESHOLD 
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LAMP OUTPUT-MINIMUM INDUCTANCE CONFIGURATION 
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LAMP OUTPUT 
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LAMP ANODE VOLTAGE-V- 
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o) LAMPS REMOVED 

b) LAMPS FIRED 
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BASIC CIRCUITRY-TWO LAMP CONFIGURATION 
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APPENDIX A 

Higher Conservation Laws in 'Jltrashort Optical Pulse iropapation 

G.  L. Lamb, Jr. 

United Aircraft Research laboratories 

Bast Hartfoid, Connecticut      OolOB, U.S.A. 

ABSTRACT 

A method for generating conservation laws associated with the propagation 
of ultrashort optical pulses is suntnar.zed.    Two pairs of conservation laws beyond 
those of field energy and field momentum are presented. 
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It has been shown that the decomposition of a 2rn optical pulse in an 
attenuator into n2n pulses can be understood in terms of a simple theoretical 
mjdel^» ■), The model provides a description of pulse propagation in terms of 
certain particular solutions of the equation 

d'cr 
SidT   ' 5'n ^ a) 

The electric field envelope E   is related to CJ by  5 = 3^/äT while % and T are 
iimensionless space and retarded time variables respectively as defined in Hef.  1. 

The pulse  lecomposition is similar to that observed in recent studies of the 
K »rtewek'-deVries epjati onv3»^»5'.    This latter equation has been ihOMB to possess an 
infinite number of conservation laws'"'.    Such conservation laws have been found use- 
ful  in de'ermirin».' the relative amplitudes of the various pulses into which an 
initial pulse may decompose(^»5). 

:he similarity between solutions of 01.(1) and those of the K«rtewer-de/ries 
eq'jation leads one to conjecture that Eq.   (1) may also possess higher conservation 
laws.     In the present note a method for obtaining such higher conservation laws  is 
described and two pairs of new conservation laws are t'iven.    The total number of 
such additional conservaticr   laws is not considered although the method of derivation 
appears  to admit  »f unlimited extension. 

The usual conservation laws relating to field cnerry and field momentum are 
readily   obtained by standard methods.     )ne finds  \ (T^)   +  (l-cosa)» = 0 as well as 
^he ejuation obtained by interchanging J and T in this result,    fubscripts refer to 
[«r1 ial differentiation.    By following the methods given in Pefs. h and 5,  these two 
conservation laws nay be used to predict the amplitude of each of the 2T pulses into 
«'hlch a M" pulse jf the arbitrary initial shape will decomposew). 

The followin»' conservation laws obeyed by solutions of Eq.   (1) have also 
been constructed: 

(T V -CTaV W«»^ :0 f2) 

(i^6- T V«a +1 *(*'<* +1 9iu\ ■ [cos '(T ^4 - T *«) o 
(3) 

Two additional laws follow from the interchange of » and  i   in these expressions. 
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The conserved densities in these results may be derivei by considering Eq.   (1) 
within a Hamiltonian framework.    A  La*.'ranpian density for Eq.   (1) is ./= ,Va»aT-(l-cosa). 
The canonical momentum is n =d/Zdar = V? and ^he Hamiltonian density takes the form 
ftm  (l-cosa).    Recalling that a function, f, defined by f (T) = 1^5.7(0,(7,,^n,), has 
a time derivative piven by s       s 

where the symbol 5 refers to the variational derivative, one  sees that in the present 
instance the conservation of f requires 

5 

/ 
8^ de^-wKr.o (5) 

Hie conserved density riven in Eq. (2) is recovered from this result by first noting 
that is is of the form 7 (n,n,). Secondly, the vanishing of the integrand in Eq. (5) 
will be assured if it is of the form än/dg where r,(cT,TT,TT») vanishes at 5 = ♦ ». 
This leads to »he partial differential equation 

dJ d   I dQ\\ dQ     dQ dQ dQ 
dn 

d I MS\ dQ    dQ       du        dQ 
dT ld-^)rn (7: ^ : aV ' + TT^ + J^ii        (6) 

This equation is readily solved and the form of Q determined. The method 
usei is outlines below in the consideration of Eq. (3"!. Neglecting terms which iiave 
the form of an exact divergence or correspond to the lower conservation laws pertain- 
in.' to field enerty or field momentum one obtains 

•-»4    2 

"^ -^i (7) 

which ll the density riven in Eq.   (2). 

The method may also be used to derive Kq.   (3) but a somewhat more direct 
approach is to avoid the partial integrations e.-nployed in the derivation of Eq.   {U) 
and set 

d^        *4 dl 
d-r   ^+   d^ ^4   dV^"^     IT  '^•^ 

ri4 n^-^nc   -r- '^-V (8) 

■•ecallinr ttaftl "T =  |till9i ani noting from the structure of rq.   (6) that   0«A(n(nf) 
eoi9^B(TTffT|)tillo while '' is a4  mos4  quadratic in -•»,  one obtains the result ri/er. 
in Bq.   (3). 
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APPENDIX B 

Direct Demonstration of Picosecond Pulse 

Frequency Sweep» 

E.  B. Treacy 

United Aircraft Research Laboratories 

Eaat Hartford, Connecticut     06l08 

ABSTRACT 

A direct measurement using time-resolved spectroscopy   rith response times 
in the picosecond regime shows that wave groups of different frequencies within an 
ultrashort pulse generated by a Nd:glass mode-locked laser arrive at a given point 
at different times.    A curve depicting wavelength versus arrival time for a typical 
pulse is constructed.    The frequency sweep is nonlinear and positive across the most 
intense portion of the spectrum. 

• This work was supported in part by the Advanced Research Projects Agency of the 
Department of Defense and was monitored by the Office of Naval Research under 
Contract No. nOOOlk-66-C.o^kk. 
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Direct Demonstration of Picosecond Pulse 

Frequency Sweep* 

E.  B. Treacy 

United Aircraft Research laboratories 

Bast Hartford, Connecticut  06103 

Previous measurements of the structure of picosecond pulses from a mode-locked 
Nd:glass laser using compression techniques(1»2) demonstrated the existence of phase 
modulation. The technique permitted detection of only the positive linear frequency 
sweep component, and it «as not possible to deduce for example whether the carrier 
frequency sweep was sometimes negative(3). Although several linear'M and nonlinear (3) 
optical effects are assumed to contribute to the phase modulation, identification 
of the dominant contributing mechanisms would be aided by a more complete knowledge 
of the phase structure. 

The present paper discusses the direct measurements of sweep rate as a function 
of wavelength across approximately 115 A of the laser spectrum at 1.06 microns. By 
averaging these measured rates over several shots of the laser at each of the selected 
wavelengths and integrating it is possible to construct a curve of wavelength versus 
time in a typical pulse. The measurements were made on a Nd:glass mode-locked laser 
of conventional construction (5), and the data were taken from essentially the entire 
cross section of the laser output beam. The whole pulse train from the laser was 
used in the experiments and as a result the known pulse-to-pulse variations'2) through- 
out the train degrade the individual measurements. Any particular pulse nay have 
phase structure considerably different from that of the "typical" pulsed), but the 
dominant feature of these results is a positive frequency sweep In the most Intense 
region of the spectrum. 

An optical pulse can be represented in the frequency domain by a complex 
Fourier amplitude 

qUu) . |g(w)| e
,*<u', 

where both the amplitude and phase factors determine the amplitude and phase modula- 
tion of the pulses.    Ordinary spectra give  |g(u))|2   and lose the t(uu) information, 
so that one cannot positively Identify a modulation of  |g(uj)|    as a phase modulation 
effect  (such as a frequency sweep^') in contrast to amplitude modulation.    As an 
example, suppose that the pulse represented by the spectrum  |r(x)|2 Is passed 
through a pulse compressor^»9).    The amplitude and phase mouulatlons might be 
transformed drastically without any change in   |g(u;)|2.    The present '-echnlque 
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sacrifices some information on |g((ju)|2 to provide partial information on $(IJü), and 
in fact can demonstrate a frequency sweep directly; although it cannot tell Just how 
smooth the frequency sweep is. 

The basic principle of the experiment is that of time-resolved spectroscopy. 
The spectrometer construction will be described elsewhere, together with a more 
complete discussion of these and other measurements made with it. For the present 
purposes, it is sufficient to note that is has a response in its focal region that 
approximates that of a continuum of ~20 cm*1 wide filters spanning the frequency 
band and spatially dispersed to the extent of Ik.2 R per mm. The response time is 
approximately 2 psec, which is less than the duration of the optical pulses being 
measured. When a frequency-swept pulse passes through the spectrometer its different 
frequency components cross the focal plane at different times. The sweep rate is 
obtained by measuring the differential arrival times between different frequency 
components in the focal region. This is accomplished by a modification of the 
standard two-photon absorption fluorescence (TPF) technique(10) as illustrated in 
Fig. It The focus of the spectrometer is located in the center of the fluorescent 
dye cell. The pulse crosses an inverted image of Itself, and because the wavelength 
increases in opposite directions in the two members as shown in the figure, the 
TPF display will be tilted for a chirped pulse. Figure 1 shows directly the positive 
frequency sweep; i.e., longer wavelengths arriving at the focus earlier than shorter 
wavelengths. 

When the TPF is photographed the region of enhanced fluorescence gives the 
ant,isymmetrized dynamic spectrogram 

TCWO + A«») - T(tt)0 - Ad») 

where rfu) is the arrival time of the group uu. Because of the variation of TPF 
intensity across the pulse spectrum, this function cannot easily be followed to 
very large Aou, but the slope of the TPF at the center gives the sweep rate at uu0. 
The frequency x, that intersects Itself in the focal plane is readily adjusted by 
moving the beams, as is obvious by reference to Fig. 1, and it is determined by 
measuring the distance between the beams in the focal plane with a 10 A wide inter- 
ference filter in front of the spectrometer,  (it should be noted that UUQ + AID will 
combine with a0 - &» to  give two-photon absorption at 2 u)0 even if 2([JU0 + bu)  lies 
outside the two-photon absorption bund, so that the present method of using TPF for 
pulse studies is capable of providing information on pulses having greater bandwidth 
than the two-photon absorption'11).) 

The sweep rate has been measured at various wavelengths across the laser 
spectrum and the results are shown in ^ig, 2. Bach point is the average of several 
shots of the laser. The r.m.s. spread shown at each point indicates the shot to shot 
variation in measured slopes. The spectrum is most Intense at 10,580 R and there the 
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sweep rate Is always positive (carrier frequency increasing with time). A reverse 
sweep is sometimes noted at the ends of the spectrum, and is more often seen at the 
short wavelength end. When this happens, it means that two carrier frequencies are 
present (and changing) simultaneously, and the beating of these components would 
modulate the pulse envelope. We have never observed a negative frequency sweep 
preceding or following the positive sweep with the laser mode-locked in the conven- 
tional way. 

Figure 3 shows the "typical" pulse chirp characteristic obtained by integrating 
the average rates of Fig. 2. A pulse with this characteristic would have a duration 
of about 5 psec within the bandwidth shown, with its peak near 3 psec where the 
spectrum is peaked. (Whether it would exhibit appreciable sub-picosecond amplitude 
structureU2) depends on whether the minimum observable group length is comparable 
to the pulse duration, (^-3) and whether wave groups with widely differing carrier 
frequencies are simultaneously present. Although present indications are that this 
is not so with the laser studied here, experiments on amplified single pulses may 
give more direct information.) Since the curve of Fig. 3 has one inflexion point, 
the pulse would compress to either a single pulse or a multiplet on passing through 
a grating pair,(9) depending on whether the group delay dispersion was greater or 
less than approximately 8 psec per 103 R. 
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Captlona for Figures 

1. TPF showing the tilted display expected for a chirped pulse. Mere the longer 
wavelength components arrive in the focal region before the shorter wavelengths. 
Note that wivelenglh increases in the upward direction for the pulse on the rU'ht 
and in the downward direction for the pulse on the left. 

2. Sweep rates obtained by measuring the slopes on displays like that of Fig. I. 

3. The sweep characteristics of a typical pulse. The data were taken over the 
complete pulse trains from many laser shots, and across the whole cross section 
of the laser beam as explained in the text. 
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